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The ZeroSpike project was initiated by the Italian civil society
association FRI, in order to find out more about the toxic spike
protein and what can be done to eliminate it. In addition, the
ZeroSpike research team published over 2,000 pages of scientific
documentation explaining the SARS-CoV-2 virus, the covid-19
disease, the new mRNA vaccination technology and the toxic spike
protein. 
Once it became evident that spike protein is a very dangerous
toxin and is at the origin of several pathological health conditions,
ZeroSpike's interdisciplinary research team set out to find a
remedy. 
First, they discovered that the food supplement N-Acetylcysteine
(NAC) has the capability to denature the spike protein, as
explained in this scientific article. NAC is a wonderful amino acid
with proven benefits and plenty of scientific evidence.

However, in vitro tests showed that the denaturation level of spike
proteins by standard NAC was not sufficient (only 12%-15% on
average). Thanks to special patented machinery using the
principles of quantum physics, it was possible to increase the
denaturation rate by "bringing more order to the subatomic level
of the N-Acetylcysteine molecule," thereby optimising
("augmenting") the beneficial properties of NAC. The resulting
supplement, called "Augmented NAC," was found to consistently
denature spike proteins by over 99%.

Augmented NAC has also demonstrated synergistic effect when
combined with other supplements. In vitro tests showed that
Augmented NAC protects vitamin C from oxidation and
glutathione from degradation at a much higher level.

Augmented NAC Testimonials

Here you can find the testimonials of doctors and people using
Augmented NAC and sharing their experience in cases of long-
Covid, vaccination injuries, shedding, and also general health,
well-being and prevention practices. 
Please contact us at international-support@zerospike.org 

ZeroSpike on social media

We share on a regular basis relevant content about spike protein,
long-Covid, adverse events from Covid injections, Augmented NAC
and other related topics via Telegram Channel, Tweeter and on
the ZeroSpike Blog.

Dr. Peers and Dr. Kory share their
experience on Augmented NAC

How Augmented NAC helped 
with long Covid

The ZeroSpike Project in a nutshell
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